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Hi, Recently updated iPhone 3g from 2.0 to 4.2.1 (not jailbroken) via
the iTunes App Store. After updating iPhone back to 2.0, it would
not jailbreak (with any of the jailbreak apps). It's a new model for
them, it's as if they have just released the product. After restoring it
back to 2.0 jailbroken back to 2.0, it will not jailbreak again. Any
thoughts, comments? hi guys, i cant install any other version of ios
other than 2.0.0 or 2.0.1 because my iphone 3g is not jailbroken..i
have tried to jailbreak 2.1.1 version but it doesnt work...can u
please tell me wat to do.....pls suggest me some solution First you
will have to prepare a custom firmware for your iDevice i.e., iPhone,
iPod Touch, iPad or Apple TV. For this purpose you can use
Snowbreeze if you are on Windows ( head over to this post for
complete guide ) or PwnageTool if you are a Mac user ( read this
post for complete instructions ). After you have successfully cooked
the firmware, use iREB to put the idevice into DFU (Pwned) state
and upload the custom-made firmware to it. Hi, Recently updated
iPhone 3g from 2.0 to 4.2.1 (not jailbroken) via the iTunes App
Store. After updating iPhone back to 2.0, it would not jailbreak (with
any of the jailbreak apps). It's a new model for them, it's as if they
have just released the product. i updated my iphone to ios 4.2.1 and
jailbroken it using redsn0w 0.9.6b6.now i erased my iphone content
and settings from settings menyu.now i try restore the same
version using itunes and restored but i unable jailbreak it.during
jailbreaking process everything going fine but jailbroken.help me.
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At this point, you should have a rooted iPhone. That may not mean
much if you’re reading this with a computer, but if you’re reading it

on your iPhone, you can remote control your iPhone in iTunes on
your computer and access the root account on your phone. Just

follow the instructions to set up your phone as a tethered jailbreak,
then start your SSH client and connect to your phone over a ssh

connection. If youve followed the guide correctly, you will now have
an unlocked iPhone and you will be able to use it on other carriers.
Devices that can not be unlocked will simply be jailbroken, some of

which may be tethered. You can read the difference between
tethered jailbreak vs untethered jailbreak, but essentially a tethered
jailbreak requires you to connect your iPhone to boot the jailbroken
device and use things like Cydia and Safari. iOS 10 added support
for external Accessories, including the Apple Watch. To create an
Apple Watch app, the developer must use the watchOS software
development kit (SDK) on the Apple Watch and CoreBluetooth on
the iPhone. (iOS 10 apps are limited to the first-generation Apple

Watch models.) The Apple Watch also allows developers to receive
and display notifications from the iPhone. i have done the redsn0w
0.9.6b5 jailbreak, bb update to 6.15.00 and installed ultrasn0w 1.2
tooo on iphone3gs 4.1 and rebooted the phone.but it doesnt make

much difference,but for the thing that my phone is jailbroken,i get a
message saying restricted network : your selected cellular network
is restricted.you can choose a different network in settings pls help
(i tryed and it woks with other cellular company sims so its like half
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